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About Charis Joshua Untung

I am a character designer/paper artist that write lyrical songs and I am 
interested in incorporating music in my works. 

I am interested in narratives and stories since I grew up doing 
theatre/musicals. I learnt to dissect stories, worldbuilding in stories, pacing, 
ideas. I learnt things like “every character including those in the background 
must have a character to them”, body language, focal point, blocking and I can 
apply them to my stories and illustrations.

I also use lyrical songs to tell stories and express myself.

Instagram: 

@charis_josh

@deucesbag

Website:

https://charisuntung.wixsite.com/charisjoshua

Email:

charis.untung@bpkpenabur.sch.id

https://charisuntung.wixsite.com/charisjoshua


NARRATIVE IDEAS &
CHARACTER DESIGNS



THE PHOBIAS:
• A group of heroes that are afraid of 

their own powers.
• They are united by Jenny’s family of

mythical creature researchers 
• Each character achieve their ‘human’ 

forms through Jenny’s family research. 
• The tone of the story is comedy.



I wanted to create a superhero that 
lives in fear of their own power. He is
afraid of his own powers because of a
traumatic event in the past.

When he was born again (resurrected 
through phoenix ashes) on a mountain, 
he looks at the beautiful forest around 
the mountain and when he tried to fly 
but his wings are not strong enough 
yet, then he fell and burnt the whole 
forest. He felt guilty and traumatic 
since then.

Throughout the story, each 
member of the phobias learn to 
accept their own powers and 
learn to fight their fears, I want to 
convey that fear may not be gone 
completely, but we can accept, 
control and get used to it. 



Again, he is afraid of his own powers 
because of a traumatic event in the 
past. 

According to some Japanese legend in 
this world, if mermaid are
consumed/eaten, the one who eats it 
can achieve immortality, that is why the 
mermaids create a tradition to sacrifice 
a kid every year to the humans.

As a kid, Katsumi (勝海

"勝" is wins."海" is ocean.), is chosen as the 
sacrificial kid, but his parents sent him to the 
surface and gave him to a foster family 
(Jenny’s family; a family of mythical creature 
researchers)  that opposes mermaid-eating. 
But in the process Katsumi saw in horror how 
his parents were murdered by their own kind. 
Hence his trauma to mermen and water.

He studied sumo in order to
learn how to have a better grip 
on land (since he was born to 
swim).



Well, being afraid of ghost and 
darkness are normal, and Jenny 
was one of the people that is 
afraid of ghosts. Jenny (a reference 
to Genie) was a wildlife 
activist/mythical creature 
researcher. One day, she died on 
the forest fire that Phinneas
caused. Hence the ghost form.

It is interesting to see the dynamic 
between her and the mythical 
creatures (also her ‘killer’, 
Phinneas) working together as a 
team. It is interesting to see 
Phinneas and Jenny’s conflicts 
even though  they share similar 
views on the world.



Phinneas’ backstory Early designs

Phobia’s 
intro



A lot of changes 
were made for the 
merman character. 
(he was a flying 
albino killer whale 
back then)

His name
before was
Finn

Her name
before was
GinnyEarly designs

Cover page

Some changes were made to 
the characters, the settings, 
and the story to create a 
better narrative and world 
building.



DEFEC:
A story about a hero that can shoot things 
he defecates.
Tone of story: comedy (at this point you 
might notice I am a big fan of comedy)

Defec’s
intro

Cover page

Professor Toil Letto
was set up as the 
villain



Defec’s
character info 

& prologue



PAPERCRAFT DESIGNS



ORIGAMI
Single sheet of square paper, folded without cutting



Rayquaza
I designed this origami model 
based on a fictional monster 

named Rayquaza from the 
Pokémon game franchise. This 
piece was made from a single 

paper, no cut, no glue, in trying to 
stay true to modern origami rules. I 
chose to design a model based of 

Rayquaza since I adore the parallel 
concept of dragons or giant 

serpents that descended to earth 
to stop a calamity as seen in the 

Aztec’s Quetzalcoatl (which is what 
Rayquaza is based of) and 

Vietnam’s Ha Long Bay legend. 

(12/04/16)



HeartmanFlying santa

Latios & Latias from Pokémon

Articuno from Pokémon

Kyogre from Pokémon Groudon from Pokémon



Dragon 1.0 Chinese Dragon 1.0

Mudkip from Pokémon Treecko from Pokémon



KIRIGAMI
Single sheet of paper, folded and cut



Kabuto
I designed this kirigami piece, 
which is the Japanese art of 

cutting paper, in trying to 
capture the essence of a kabuto 
or a Japanese stag beetle. This 
piece was made from a single 
paper, without using glue in 

order to stay true to the 
pureness of folding and cutting 
only rule of kirigami. I also tried 

to engineer so that it can reverse 
from its flight form and its 

ground form (wings spread and 
wings shut) to capture two of its 

iconic poses.

Early design



OTHERS



T-rex fossil
Made using artcard

and wire (for the 
joints)

Smile
Made using paper 

and marker



Mr Robot 
Collage

Made using paper and 
glue

- Movable 
mouth

- Movable 
eyelid

- Movable 
eyebrow



ILLUSTRATIONS



Nightmare
Doodles of monsters from my 

imaginations that is based of my 
thoughts on what ifs, for 

example, what if our eyeballs 
grow hands and tentacles, then 
suddenly it pierces out from the 

eye socket. 

Another example is what if there 
is a being with abs on the side 

(its like two bodies back to back), 
but all four arms face the same 
way and instead of having legs, 

this being is actually 
ghost/genie-like being that 
appears from another two 

creatures’ mouths.

I combined these illustrations 
with music and created a simple 

animations on Instagram: 
@deucesbag



Portrait of The 
Flash

Drawn using Autodesk 
Sketchbook

Batman & 
Joker

Drawn using pen and 
marker

Me-fish
Drawn using 
marker and 
watercolor


